Abstract. The 
Introduction
In visual query languages a query can lead to multiple interpretations for the system and for the user. One of the main reasons is that a unique working space is often used to represent and to express different kind of information. Another reason consists of the different approach that the user has in formulating his query respect to the analysis that the system does of the same query. Until now the main approaches developed to design visual query languages have been two: the user draws directly on the screen his query using the blackboard metaphor. This is the case of Sketch [I] and Spatial-Query-By-Sketch [2] . The user is free to draw by hand shapes or symbols on the screen, to express an operator or an object. In the other approach the user uses commands like buttons to display metaphorical pattern (icons or symbols) in a command used interface. An important example of this second approach is given by the Cigales language [3, 41 or by the Lvis language [5, 6] . Cigales allow the user to draw a query. In particular, it is based on the idea to express a query drawing the pattern that corresponds to the result wished by the user. The graphical forms and the icons that conceptualize the operators are predefined. Lvis is an extension of Cigales. The more relevant difference consists of the definition of new operators, because in it both the spatial and the temporal properties of the objects that form the query are considered. Also for this language the main limitation is to have different interpretations of the same query, that is, with the same visual representation of the query the system is not able to uniquely interpret this one. Increasing the number o f the query objects, the ambiguity increases. In [7] the authors face with the ambiguity problem in visual CIS query languages and propose a taxonomy, based on user actions and the system materialization (the different images the system can materialize), distinguishing ambiguities in visual GIS query languages, as well as ways of resolution for the detected ambiguities, and a model to solve a particular case of ambiguity. The proposed system, an enlargement of Lvis, establishes a dialog with the user and whenever an ambiguity occurs, it shows all the available configurations and requests a choice. The author concludes, that the strategy to avoid ambiguities in most visual geographic query languages is to define non-fully visual, but hybrid languages, including a textual part and offering a grammar with low expressive power.
In Section 2 of this paper we give a brief issue on ambiguity in visual query languages for geographical data. In Section 3 we propose the Geographical Pictorial Query Language (GeoPQL) discussing its algebra in a geographical data context. In Section 4 we see how GeoPQL resolves eventual ambiguities that can arise in graphical representation of a query. In Section 5 we show as a pictorial query is resolved by the implemented system. Finally, Section 6 concludes.
Visual representations and ambiguities of the query
The visual languages often use icons and metaphors to model spatial objects, to express spatial relationships between objects and, then, to formulate queries. They offer an intuitive and incremental view of the spatial queries, but often have a little expressive power, a not very effective query execution and, finally, can have different interpretations of the same query (the ambiguity problem). For example, suppose the user want to formulate the following query: "Find all the regions which are passed-through by a river and which are in overlapping with a forest". In this query the user does not express interest to the relationship between the river and the forest. However, when the user draws a shape representing a region and another shape representing a river he can not avoid representing a spatial relationship between them, so every representation considering a specific relationship between the two features can be considered a valid representation of the query. Then, different pictorial queries can represent the previous query in natural language. In particular, in Figure 1 -a the forest and the river are "Disjoint", in Figure I -b the river touches the forest and in Figure I -c the river passes-trough the forest. Moreover it is possible to consider other visual queries representing the same query. When a parser processes the queries of Figure 1 , it should consider all the constraints represented in the pictorial representation of the query. For this reason, the three representations should be interpreted as three different queries and moreover each query has a different meaning from that of the original query in natural language. Different approaches have been proposed in order to remove undesired constraints. In a first approach the user can explicitly remove some of the constraints between drawn icons or he can impose an a priori restrictive interpretation using the foreground/ background concept. When the user draws a new icon the parser considers the relationships between the new icon and the other icons in foreground and removes the relationships between the new icon and the other icons in background.
Then, the considered relationships depend on the state of the previous drawn features. The relationship between a new drawn feature $i and a previous feature 4, is considered if $I , is in Foreground state. On the contrary, the relationship is not considered if $Ij is in Background state. In this manner, the ambiguities are solved, however the language introduces procedural steps not represented into the pictorial query and, in this approach, the interpretation of the query depends on both the pictorial representation and the drawing process. The user will check the result, translated in a textual form. In .this way he can avoid the generation of extraneous relationships. Moreover, the user can impose a priori restrictive interpretations before the query processing and resolution. The graphical representation of the query "Find all the regions which are passed-through by a river and which are in overlapping with a forest" is shown in Figure I -a where the shape Forest has to be in background when the shape River is drawn (or, in alternative, the shape River has to be in background when the shape Forest is drawn).
In another approach, as in Spatial-Query-bySketch, the parser considers both the exact solution of the query and other approximate solutions obtained removing or relaxing some constraints. For example a topological relationship between two icons can be removed considering acceptable other nearest topological relationships too. This approach allows, for example, to consider as acceptable result a pair of geographical objects that are in touching although in the pictorial representation of the query they are disjoined. In Spatial-Query-by-Sketch the query can be represented by means one of the pictures of Figure 1 that can be considered near to the sketch of the desired result. In fact, each query produces all results that can be obtained relaxing a limited number of constraints (for example River disjoint Forest in this example). Obviously, each query produces a set of results containing the desired exact res&, and the user can select the preferred result. Other types of ambiguities have to be considered if a sketch represents the pictorial query. In fact, using this kind of approach, it is also necessary to recognize the different components that form the drawing. Such, types of ambiguities are not discussed in this paper.
The Geographical Pictorial Query Language
The Geographical Pictorial Query Language (GeoPQL, 181) is an evolution of the Pictorial Query Language (PQL, [9]) and it resolves the previous limitations, improving and simplifying the human-computer interaction. It is possible to specify queries using symbolic graphical objects (sgo) that have the appearance of the three classic types of shapes: point, polyline and polygon. The user can assign to each sgo a semantic linked to the different kind of information (layer) of the geographical database. In particular, it is possible to impose constraints both on the attributes of the geographical data, and on their topological position and it is possible to specify the target information of the query (a specified layer or a set of layers). This makes possible to formulate queries on the geographical database simply drawing a spatial representation of symbolic graphical objects, without knowing a complex syntax or the structure of the database. The paragraph 3.1 illustrates the basic notions of the pictorial query language, and the paragraph 3.2 proposes the GeoPQL algebra.
Basic concepts
An sgo is formally defined as a 4-tuple y = <id, objclass, Z: A > with:
id is the identifier of the sgo; objclass is the set (eventually empty) of the classes iconized by y ; Z(property set) represents the attributes to which the user can assign a set of values; this fact allows to carry out a selection among the classes of objects or among their instances, iconized by K A is the ordered set of pairs (h, v) that defines the object position respect to a reference point in the working area.. From a geometric point of view, an sgo is defined by its border and its internal points.
We describe, now, the semantics and the properties of the different operators, using the following symbolism: y =sgo a p geometric border of y , defined as:
-if y is a polygon, a y i s the set of its accumulation points (as defined in the set theory);
-if y is an open polyline ay is formed by its extreme points; if y is a point a y is the empty set.
p y -ay. =geometrical interior of (v. Dim(y) = 0 if y contains at least one point but not polylines and polygons 1 if ycontains at least one polyline but not polygons 2 if ycontains at least one polygon. The sgo previously defined form, together the null element, the elements of the alphabet A. This alphabet, together the operators defined in the following, the reference model.
The GeoPQL Algebra
The GeoPQL algebra consists of 12 operators which are: Geo-union, Geo-difference, Geodisjunction, Geo-touching, Geo-inclusion, Geocrossing, Geo-pass-through, Geo-overlapping, Geo-equality, Geo-distance, Geo-any and Geoalias. These operators together their semantics and the alphabet A, defined by the sgo <gee-point, geo-polyline, geo-polygon, geo-null>, where "geo-null" defines the empty object, form the geographical model of the system. Now we give a brief formal description of the above mentioned operators.
Geo-union definition (Uni):
The Geo-union of two s g o y i e V j is a new sgo defined as the set of all the points that belong to y i and/or to y j . Formally: Let y i, y j E A be two sgo. Then:
Geo-touching definition (Tch):
The Geotouching between two sgo yi and 6 exists iff the points common to the two y a r e all contained in the union of their boundaries. If this condition is satisfied, the result of this operation between yi and !oj is a new ycalled yq, and defined by the set of points common to yi and 6 , Formally: Let yi, y j E A be two sgo. Then:
i Tch y j = y h = { X: X E % A X E~ A XE(afi Uavj)) and y h E A.
Geo-inclusion definition (Inc):
A symbolic feature fi Geo-inclusions another symbolic feature vj (and we write I i Inc y j) iff all the points of vj are also points of fi. The result is a symbolic feature ylh that coincides with the second operand vj. Formally: Let yi, Yj E A be two sgo, and let (fi y i I n c y l j -y h = { x : x € y j ->XEyli}and y/ Geo-disjunction definition (Dsj): TWO sgo (U i and y j are in Geo-disjunction (formally y i Dsj y j) if the intersection of their borders AND the intersection of their intemal points is null. Formally: Let yl i, y j E A be two sgo and let n q = q ) A ( f i n v j # f i ) . T h e n :
fi Disj IVJ true.
Geo-Pass-through definition (Pth):
Let y i be a polyline and let yl j be a polygon. Then, the operator Geo-pass-through is applicable iff the polyline is partially inside the polygon (formally Vi Pth yj). Formally: Let y i, y j E A be two sgo, where y i is a polyline and V j is a polygon, and let ( V i n avj # 0 ) A ( V i n V j # 0) fi P t h q = ylh = {x: x E fi nyrj } and yh E A. Formally: Let fi, q E A be two sgo and let 4 E % an admissible operator between fi and q and !R the set of all the admissible operators between fi and q
Geo-distance definition (Dst):
The operator must be explicitly specified by the user, using the appropriate symbol.
Geo-alias Definition (AIS):
Let fi be a sgo. yfj is an alias of fi if it is the same sgo with a different shape.
The Geo-distance, the Geo-any and the Geoalias operators must be explicitly specified by the user, using the appropriate symbol. They are t+ for the Distance operator and t "relation name" + for the Geo-any and the Geo-alias operators, (where "relation name" is Any or AIS).
Solution of the ambiguities
In a pictorial representation of a query, as shown in Figure 1 , it is impossible do not explicitly represent at least a relationship between a pair of sgo, independently if a constraint have to be represented or not in the query. For this reason, in order to obtain a non ambiguous visual query language it must be possible to eliminate this kind of constraints from the pictorial representation of the query. Geo-any allows to eliminate this kind of constraints and if a Geoany relationship is defined between a pair of sgo, this means that no constraint exists between the two sgo of the pair. For example, suppose to formulate again the query: "Find all the regions which are passed-through by a river and which are in overlapping with a forest", where the user has not interest to the relationship between river and forest. Geo-any resolves some ambiguities related to the possibility to formulate the query by means different representations (see Figure 1 ) each one with different constraints existing between forest and river. Moreover, each query of Figure 1 can be interpreted in different ways. Then, if the user draws the configuration of Figure 1 -a the correct interpretation of the query i s "Find all the regions which are passed-through by a river and which are in overlapping with a forest and in which the river is disjoined from the forest". Analogously if the user draws the configuration of Figure I -b the correct interpretation of the query is "Find all the regions which are passed-through by a river and which are in overlapping with a forest which the river touches the forest" , and if the user draws the configuration of Figure I -a the correct interpretation ofthe query is "Find all the regions which are passed-through by a river and which are in overlapping with a forest which the river pass-through the forest". By the introduction of the Geo-any operator, the query is correctly drawn as in Figure 2 and this means that any relationship is good, in the sense that the river can pass through the forest, can be adjacent to the forest, or to be disjoined from the forest. Note that the definition of the operator Geo-any allows also to avoid queries very complicated from the visual point of view. In fact, suppose to formulate queries with more than three objects (six, seven, etc.) . The user thinks essentially to what he wants, but not to all the any relationships that exist between pairs on which the user has no interest (i.e., any relationship is good). In fact, to represent all these any relationships the user should have to draw all them, so that the situation could begin not manageable. With the Geo-any operator, instead, we have the possibility to give the exact interpretation of the query respect to what the user wishes to obtain as answer. However, not always between a pair of objects it is true that only one relationship exists or that all of them are true. In many cases it has to be possible to express a given set of relationships OK, alternatively, another set of relationships. For this reason the Geo-alias operator is proposed. In fact, the Geo-alias operator allows to implement a query with the OK operator (practically Geoalias duplicates the same sgo in order to draw a query in which this sgo is used in two p"ts which are in OK in the above mentioned query). Moreover G-alias allows to resolve some ambiguities which can arise in the interpretation of the pictorial configuration of the query. For example, in Figure 5 -b the pictorial representation of the following query: "Find the regions which are passed through a river OR which include a lake" is shown. Without the Galias operator the query is ambiguous and different interpretation can be given to it. Another problem in the query interpretation derive from the necessity to consider, eventually, the symbolic graphical objects obtained applying operators to pairs of sgo and their mutual constraints, and so on applying again operators to the obtained symbolic graphical objects. The user does not wish a large part of such constraints. For this reason the only constraints considered by the system are all and only the constraints derived by the drawing. Nevertheless, it is possible to transform a (virtual) sgo, obtained as result of an application of an operator River to a pair of sgo, as a sgo directly drawn by the user and, then, to evaluate its constraints during the query elaboration. In this manner, GeoPQL is able to manage and to resolve the different situations shown in Figure 4 . Calling by X the virtual symbolic object resulting from the operation "Region OVL Forest", it is possible to distinguish the two situations: River Dsj X and River Pth X 
Pictorial queries by GeoPQL
The implemented system interfaces with the GIS ArcViewB of ESRl and uses the same technology (the ArcObjects). The layers which are stored in ArcMap, the database of ArcView, are managed by GeoPQL by a symbolic association with the sgo, on which the user can define constraints both on the attributes of the geographical data, and on their spatial position. The user formulates the query drawing different symbolic graphical objects, assigning to each one its semantic meaning and selecting by a click on the object (or part of it, or combinations of parts of objects) the target of the query. The system, before the definition of the target by the user, writes in a suitable window all the relationships that are valid between all the possible pairs of symbolic objects previously drawn. When the target is defined, the system resolves all the eventual ambiguities that could arise in the query interpretation. In Figure 5 the pictorial representation of the query: <Find all the "Region 2" which are Passed-through by the free-way ' W a d e 1" AND are Disjoined from "Region I"> is shown. 
Conclusions
This paper presents the Pictorial Geographical Query Language GeoPQL, which enables the user to easily formulate his queries. The main results obtained in GeoPQL are: a high expressive power (in fact a user composes pictorially his query and expresses in this manner all the topological relations among the geographic objects involved); the solution of the ambiguities inherent to the spatial representation of a geographical query (in fact it is possible to remove or modify some non-desired constraints by means the operators introduced in GeoPQL) and, finally, the exact matching between the query and the obtained results (in fact the results obtained are only those satisfying the constraints, and the not relevant constraints are relaxed directly by the user in the picture).
